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Abstract

This paper makes the case that pin bandwidth will be a critical consideration for future microprocessors. We show that many of the techniques used to tolerate growing memory latencies do so at the expense of increased bandwidth requirements. Using a decomposition of execution time, we show that for modern processors that employ aggressive memory latency tolerance techniques, wasted cycles due to insufficient bandwidth generally exceed those due to raw memory latencies. Given the importance of maximizing memory bandwidth, we calculate effective pin bandwidth, then estimate optimal effective pin bandwidth. We measure these quantities by determining the amount by which both caches and minimal-traffic caches filter accesses to the lower levels of the memory hierarchy. We see that there is a gap that can exceed two orders of magnitude between the total memory traffic generated by caches and the minimal-traffic caches—implying that the potential exists to increase effective pin bandwidth substantially. We decompose this traffic gap into four factors, and show they contribute quite differently to traffic reduction for different benchmarks. We conclude that, in the short term, pin bandwidth limitations will make more complex on-chip caches cost-effective. For example, flexible caches may allow individual applications to choose from a range of caching policies. In the long term, we predict that off-chip accesses will be so expensive that all system memory will reside on one or more processor chips.

1 Introduction

The growing inability of memory systems to keep up with processor requests has significant ramifications for the design of microprocessors in the next decade. Technological trends have produced a large and growing gap between CPU speeds and DRAM speeds. The number of instructions that the processor can issue during an access to main memory is already large. Extrapolating current trends suggests that soon a processor may be able to issue hundreds or even thousands of instructions while it fetches a single datum into on-chip memory.

Much research has focused on reducing or tolerating these large memory access latencies. Researchers have proposed many techniques for reducing the frequency and impact of cache misses. These include lockup-free caches [28, 40], cache-conscious load scheduling [1], hardware and software prefetching [6, 7, 13, 14, 26, 32], stream buffers [24, 33], speculative loads and execution [11, 35], and multithreading [30, 38].

It is our hypothesis that the increasing use and success of latency-tolerance techniques will expose memory bandwidth, not raw access latencies, as a more fundamental impediment to higher performance. Increased latency due to bandwidth constraints will emerge for four reasons:

1. Continuing progress in processor design will increase the issue rate of instructions. These advances include both architectural innovation (wider issue, speculative execution, etc.) and circuit advances (faster, denser logic).
2. To the extent that latency-tolerance techniques are successful, they will speed up the retirement rate of instructions, thus requiring more memory operands per unit of time.
3. Many of the latency-tolerance techniques increase the absolute amount of memory traffic by fetching more data than are needed. They also create contention in the memory system.
4. Packaging and testing costs, along with power and cooling considerations, will increasingly affect costs—resulting in slower, or more costly, increases in off-chip bandwidth than in on-chip processing and memory.

The factors enumerated above will render memory bandwidth—particularly pin bandwidth—a more critical and expensive resource than it is today. Given the complex interactions between memory latency and bandwidth, however, it is difficult to determine whether memory-related processor stalls are due to raw memory latency or increased latency from insufficient bandwidth. Current metrics (such as average memory access time) do not address this issue. This paper therefore separates execution time into three categories: processing time (which includes idle time caused by lack of instruction-level parallelism [ILP]), memory latency stall time, and memory bandwidth stall time.

Assuming that a growing percentage of lost cycles are due to insufficient pin bandwidth, the performance of future systems will increasingly be determined by (i) the rate at which the external memory system can supply operands, and (ii) how effectively on-chip memory can retain operands for reuse. By retaining operands, on-chip memory (caches, registers, and other structures) can increase effective pin bandwidth. By measuring the extent to which on-chip memory shields the pins from processor requests, we can determine how much computational power a given package can support.

The miss rate provides a good estimate of traffic reduction for simple caches. Since many techniques can trade increased traffic...
for decreased latency (i.e., more cache hits), miss rate is not the best measure of traffic reduction for more complex memory hierarchies. The use of traffic ratios [18, 20]—the ratio of traffic below a cache to the traffic above it—provides a more accurate measure of how on-chip memories change effective off-chip bandwidth.

Improving the traffic ratio increases the effective off-chip bandwidth, improving performance in systems that stall frequently due to limited pin bandwidth. We propose a new metric, called traffic inefficiency, which quantifies the opportunity for reduction in the traffic ratio. We define traffic inefficiency as the ratio of traffic generated by a cache and some optimally-managed memory. This quantity gives an upper bound on the achievable effective bandwidth for a given memory size, package, and program. By decomposing traffic inefficiency into individual components, we can identify where the opportunities lie for improving effective pin bandwidth through traffic reduction.

Section 2 of this paper both defines our execution time decomposition and gives a detailed justification for our claim that latency-tolerance techniques will expose pin bandwidth constraints in future systems. In Section 3, we present measurements that decompose execution time for an aggressive processor and a range of latency-tolerance techniques—showing that bandwidth stalls will indeed be significant for such processors. Section 4 defines traffic ratio and effective pin bandwidth. We then present measurements of traffic ratios for a range of caches, and compute their effective pin bandwidths. Section 5 defines and measures traffic inefficiencies, computes an upper bound on effective pin bandwidth, and uses these results to propose and measure some cache improvements. Finally, Section 6 concludes with a description of possible solutions (both short-term and long-term), related work, and a summary of our main results.

## 2 Decomposing program execution time

As the performance gap between processors and main memory increases, processors are likely to spend a greater percentage of their time stalled, waiting for operands from memory. The complexity of both modern processors and modern memory hierarchies makes it difficult to identify precisely why a processor is stalling, or what limits its utilization (or IPC).

To understand where the time is spent in a complex processor, we divide execution time into three categories: processor time, latency time, and bandwidth time. Processor time is the time in which the processor is either fully utilized, or is only partially utilized or stalled due to lack of ILP. Latency time is the number of lost cycles due to untolerated, intrinsic memory latencies. By “intrinsic” we mean memory latencies in a contentionless system; latencies that could not be reduced by adding more bandwidth in between levels of the memory hierarchy. Bandwidth time is the number of lost CPU cycles due to both contention in the memory system and to insufficient bandwidth between levels of the hierarchy. This partitioning scheme is superior to using average memory access time, which neither separates raw access latency from bandwidth restrictions, nor translates directly into processor performance (e.g., four simultaneous cache misses in a lockup-free cache will appear as one cache miss latency to the processor, but will be counted as four distinct misses when calculating average memory access time).

Let $T_P$, $T_L$, $T_B$ be a partitioning of some program’s execution time, $T$, spent in each of these three categories (processing, latency, and bandwidth, respectively). Let $f_P$, $f_L$, $f_B$ be these times normalized to $T$. Let $T_P$ be the execution time of the program assuming a perfect memory hierarchy (i.e., every memory access completes in one cycle). Let $T_I$ be the execution time of the program assuming an infinitely-wide path in between each level of the memory hierarchy. $f_P$, $f_L$, $f_B$ are computed as follows:

$$f_P = \frac{T_P}{T}$$  \hspace{1cm} (1)

$$f_L = \frac{T_L}{T} = \frac{(T_I - T_P)}{T}$$  \hspace{1cm} (2)

$$f_B = \frac{T_B}{T} = \frac{(T - T_I)}{T}$$  \hspace{1cm} (3)

This characterization of execution time can be converted easily into CPI, if that is the metric of interest. These three categories can be broken down further to isolate individual parts of the system. This enables us to estimate more accurately the performance impact of imperfect components in a complex modern processor—the performance of which cannot be calculated directly from average memory latency and miss rate.

Table 1 presents predictions of how the fraction of time lost to bandwidth stalls will change for future machines. In every row of Tables 1A and 1B, we see that the normalized fraction of bandwidth stalls is increasing. The technological advances listed in Table 1C will mitigate the relative increases of bandwidth-related stalls. Sections 2.1 and 2.2 explain the trends that we present in Tables 1A and 1B. Sections 2.3 and 2.4 describe the physical trends listed in Table 1C. These latter two subsections describe why the physical increases in effective memory bandwidth will be insufficient to satisfy the increased bandwidth needs of future processors.

### 2.1 Latency-reduction techniques

Improved techniques for reducing and tolerating memory latency can increase $f_B$—the percentage of execution time spent stalled due to insufficient memory bandwidth. Reduction of memory latency overhead ($f_L$) aggravates bandwidth requirements for two reasons. First, many of the techniques that reduce latency-related stalls increase the total traffic between main memory and the processor. Second, the reduction of $f_L$ increases the processor bandwidth—the rate at which the processor consumes and produces operands—by reducing total execution time.

The combination of lockup-free caches [28, 40] and careful scheduling of memory operations that are likely to miss [1, 16] is a
method of hiding memory latencies. Although this technique does not increase the amount of traffic to main memory, lockup-free caches worsen bandwidth stalls by allowing multiple memory requests to issue—making queuing delays possible in the memory system. Furthermore, the presence of lockup-free caches will likely encourage more speculative execution.

Both software [6, 8, 26, 32] and hardware [13, 14] prefetching techniques can increase traffic to main memory. They may prefetch data too early, causing other references to evict the prefetched data from the cache before their use. They may also evict needed data from the cache before their use, causing an extra cache miss. Stream buffers [24, 33] prefetch unnecessary data at the end of a stream. They also falsely identify streams, fetching unnecessary data. Speculative prefetching techniques—such as lifting loads above conditional branches [35]—increase memory traffic whenever the speculation is incorrect.

Multithreading increases processor throughput by switching to a different thread when a long-latency operation occurs [30, 38]. Frequent switching of threads will increase interference in the caches and TLB, however, causing an increase in cache misses and total traffic. Poorer cache performance—resulting from the increased size of the threads’ combined working set—may offset some or all of the gains of the latency tolerance.

Finally, larger block sizes may decrease cache miss rates. Miss rate improvement occurs until the coarser granularity of address space coverage (i.e., the reduced number of blocks in the cache) overshadows the reduction in misses obtained by fetching larger blocks. Even when larger blocks reduce the miss rate, however, the increased traffic may cause bandwidth stalls that outweigh the miss rate improvements.

2.2 Advanced processors

Several factors other than latency-reduction techniques will increase the needed bandwidth across the processor module boundary. These factors include advanced processor design techniques and shifts in characteristic uniprocessor workloads.

As processors get faster, they consume operands at a higher rate. Faster processor clocks run programs in a shorter time, increasing off-chip bandwidth requirements. Other processor enhancements (such as wider-issue processors) also reduce execution time and increase needed bandwidth.

Processors that rely heavily on coarse-grained speculative execution to increase ILP—such as the Wisconsin Multiscalar [39]—increase memory traffic whenever they must squash a task after an incorrect speculation. Multiple distinct execution units in such processors can execute different parts of the instruction stream simultaneously. This execution may reduce locality in shared, lower-level caches, thus increasing the miss rate, and therefore the total traffic.

The emergence of single-chip multiprocessors would substantially increase the number of data loaded per cycle. The increased bandwidth results primarily from multiple concurrently-running contexts, but also because of shared-cache interference. The primary barrier to the implementation of single-chip multiprocessors will not be transistor availability but off-chip memory bandwidth. If one processor loses performance due to limited pin bandwidth, then multiple processors on a chip will lose far more performance for the same reason.

Finally, throughout the computer industry, there is an increasing software emphasis on visualization, graphics, and multimedia. These codes tend to have large data sets, with much floating-point computation. Traditional caches are remarkably ineffective at reducing the bandwidth requirements of these types of codes [5]. The increased use of this type of software may therefore exacerbate bandwidth limitations.

2.3 Physical limits

The rate of increase of processor pins has traditionally been much slower than that of transistor density. Although large increases in pin counts have recently occurred—and significant breakthroughs in packaging technology undoubtedly lie on the horizon—the issues of reliability, power, and especially cost will prevent pins from sustaining growth in numbers commensurate with the growth rate of processor performance.

Figure 1 shows trends in pin, performance, and off-chip bandwidth from 1978 to 1997. We compiled this data by hand, from both the processors’ original manuals and back issues of Microprocessor Report. All three y-axes use log scales. The x-axes use a linear scale.

Figure 1a plots the number of pins per processor from 1978 to 1997. We see from the dotted line that pin counts are increasing by about 16% per year. More striking is the result in Figure 1b, which plots processor performance1 per pin versus time. The raw performance per pin is also increasing explosively, despite the rapid increase in pin count shown in Figure 1a.

Packages and buses are designed to provide sufficient off-chip bandwidth to each generation of processors. Figure 1c—which plots the raw performance-to-package bandwidth ratio over time—shows that performance increases are quickly outstripping the

---

1. Performance here is measured in VAX MIPS for the 680x0 and early 80x86 processors, and issue width times clock rate for the others. These two measures cannot be compared directly, but are sufficient to view 20-year trends.
growth in raw peak package bandwidth. The PA-8000 aberration results from that processor’s lack of on-chip caches, necessitating an uncharacteristically large package with a high clock rate. Though feasible today from a cost standpoint, this design strategy is unlikely to persist very far into the future (as discussed in Section 4.3).

Processors to date have succeeded in keeping a balance between their data requirements and available memory bandwidth. The cumulative effect of the trends and limits described in this section will make this balance increasingly harder to achieve, necessitating changes in the way memory systems are designed. These changes will be especially important when we include the cost of adding sufficient bandwidth to future high-performance processors, since the costs of larger packages grow super-linearly. Cost-sensitive commodity systems will be particularly sensitive to the need for packages that cost too much.

The pin interface is not necessarily the only point in the system where a memory bandwidth bottleneck could arise. Although bandwidth out of commodity DRAMs is presently a concern, high-bandwidth DRAM chips have already appeared on the market (extended data-out, enhanced, synchronous, and Rambus DRAMS [34]). DRAM banks are thus unlikely to become a long-term performance bottleneck. The memory bus is the other possible bottleneck, particularly for bus-based symmetric multiprocessors (SMPs). Widening the bus is a viable solution, as is shifting to a point-to-point network if the bus becomes too great a bottleneck for future SMPs. We believe that among the processor pins, bus, and DRAM interface, continued increases in processor pin bandwidth will be the hardest to sustain.

### 2.4 On-chip memory increases

Consider a future processor, to be designed as a follow-on to a current processor. Suppose for simplicity that the new processor will have four times as many gates as the current processor. Assume that the area ratio between processor and on-chip memory is unchanged. How will the off-chip bandwidth requirements change for this new chip?

Figure 2 shows the two opposing effects that increasing technology will have upon the balance between $f_p$ and $f_B$. These graphs are qualitative and do not represent real data. Figure 2a shows the growing gap between processor bandwidth (words consumed per second) and off-chip bandwidth. This trend increases $f_B$ at the expense of $f_p$.

Figure 2b shows the reduction in off-chip traffic that occurs as on-chip memory size grows per year—enabling greater reuse of operands. For a given program and input, the amount of computation will remain constant, but the off-chip traffic will decrease.

This effect produces the opposite effect of the technology curves on Figure 2a—$f_B$ grows at the expense of $f_p$.

The vertical arrows in the graphs represent the quantity of each trend at a given year. If the arrow marked (1) increases faster than that marked (2), processors will tend to become more memory bandwidth-bound. Conversely, if (2) increases faster than (1), memory limitations will become less of an issue for a given program.

For many algorithms the computation grows faster than do the memory requirements. For example, the conventional algorithm of matrix multiply (multiplying two $N \times N$ matrices) has total memory requirements that grow as $O(N^2)$, while computation grows as $O(N^3)$. Intuitively, then, we might expect the processing requirements eventually to overwhelm the bandwidth limitations, increasing $f_p$ and decreasing $f_B$.

We performed an analysis similar to Hong and Kung’s I/O complexity analysis [21] to show that this argument is misleading. Consider the conventional matrix multiplication, using a tiled algorithm where tiles are of size $L$, the on-chip memory is of size $N$. The processing speed must increase only by a factor of two (i.e., the square root of the increase in memory size) for the balance between $f_B$ and $f_p$ to remain unchanged. Historically, processor speedup (even ignoring faster technology) has been greater than the square root of the transistor count.

For the future processor with four times as many gates, the processing speed must increase only by a factor of two (i.e., the square root of the increase in memory size) for the balance between $f_B$ and $f_p$ to remain unchanged. Historically, processor speedup (even ignoring faster technology) has been greater than the square root of the transistor count.

Table 2 shows such derivations for the following algorithms: TMM (tiled matrix multiply), Stencil (an algorithm operating on a $N \times N$ matrix, which repeatedly updates each element with a weighted sum of neighboring elements), FFT (an $N$-point fast Fourier transform), and Sort (merge sort). The right-most column depicts the change in the ratio of computation to required memory traffic for each application, as $S$ (on-chip memory size) increases by a factor of $k$. If this quantity grows slower than the processing speed as $S$ increases, $f_p$ will decline. We believe that such improvement in processing power is attainable, at least for several more generations, and that gap (1) will continue to outpace gap (2) in Figure 2.

### 3 Measuring execution time decomposition

In this section we show that bandwidth stalls increase as processors and memory hierarchies become more aggressive with latency tolerance. We measure and decompose the execution time of six machines that have a range of latency-tolerance mechanisms in the processor and memory hierarchy.
implemented only one prefetching scheme: tagged prefetch [17]. We assume that our blocking caches can still service hits when they are processing a miss.

Table 5 lists the six experiments (called A-F) that we ran for each benchmark. Experiments A-C use an in-order issue, four-way superscalar processor with a two-level branch predictor and two load/store units. Experiments D-F assume a processor that uses an out-of-order issue mechanism based on the Register Update Unit (RUU) [41], with support for speculative loads. Experiments D and E are identical except that E uses the tagged prefetching scheme (as does experiment F).

Table 5 shows how many entries the branch prediction table holds, as well as the cache block sizes, processor speed, number of RUU entries, and the number of entries in the load/store queue. We assumed more aggressive processor parameters for the SPEC95 runs; they are shown in Table 5. Finally, we assume that multiplexed data/address lines are used only on the main memory bus, that all channels are bidirectional, that all memories return the critical word first, and that we have an infinitely-deep write buffer.

3.2 Decomposition results

Figure 3 graphs execution time normalized to the processing time ($T_p$) of experiment A, for each benchmark and experiment. The bars are split into processing cycles, raw latency stall cycles, and limited bandwidth stall cycles. The number atop each bar represents the fractions of the bars that are bandwidth stall cycles. Experiments D and E show reductions in $T_p$ due to the out-of-order execution engine. The most aggressive out-of-order processor (F) speeds up some benchmarks (Su2cor92, Swm92, Tomcatv) but not others. The SPEC95 benchmarks show little reduction in execution time for F because the less-aggressive processors (A-E) that we used for the SPEC95 runs assume a larger base out-of-order window (64 RUU entries versus 16 for the SPEC92 runs). This larger base window captures much of the available ILP, leaving little additional ILP for experiment F to capture.

3.1 Methodology

Our benchmarks consist of seven from the SPEC92 suite [41] and seven from the SPEC95 suite [43]. We selected the benchmarks based on two factors: whether they provided a reasonable range of data set sizes and types of computation, and whether their simulation times were tractable (or could be made so by reducing input parameters, without skewing the simulation results). The three integer SPEC92 programs that we used are Compress, Espresso, and Eqntott. The four floating-point-intensive SPEC92 codes are Su2cor, Swm, Tomcatv, and Dnasa2 (two of the Dnasa7 kernels—the two-dimensional FFT and the 4-way unrolled matrix multiply). The three integer SPEC95 codes are Li, Perl, and Vortex. The four floating-point SPEC95 codes are Applu, Hydro2d, Swm, and Su2cor. We present results for both the SPEC92 and SPEC95 versions of Su2cor, and Swm (Swm), since they are different versions with different inputs. Table 3 lists the inputs that we used to generate the traces for each benchmark. It also lists both the number of memory references that we simulated (in millions) and the data set sizes for each benchmark. We used the SimpleScalar tool set [4] to measure the execution time of simulated processors that use a MIPS-like instruction set. SimpleScalar uses execution-driven simulation to measure execution time accurately. It includes simulation of instruction fetching and system calls. We added a more detailed, multi-level memory hierarchy simulator that includes bus contention. We list the parameters for the simulated memory system in Table 4. We made the memory system slightly more aggressive for the SPEC95 runs by doubling the L2 cache size and splitting the L1 cache into separate instruction and data caches. The bus-to-processor clock frequency ratio is smaller for the SPEC95 runs because we simulate faster processors for SPEC95—the absolute bus speeds are the same or faster for the SPEC95 runs.

To measure $f_p$, $f_{T_p}$, and $f_1$ (derived in Section 2), we execute three simulations for each experiment. To obtain $f_{T_p}$, we run a simulation in which every load and store hits in the L1 cache (one cycle). We measure $f_1$ by simulating a memory hierarchy assuming infinitely-wide paths between adjacent levels of the hierarchy. Finally, we measure $T_p$ by simulating the full memory system.

The latency-tolerance techniques we evaluate here are the following: increased cache line sizes, the use of lockup-free caches, out-of-order execution with speculative loads, and prefetching. We
Using larger block sizes has three effects; increasing both latency and bandwidth stalls (Compress), reducing latency stalls but increasing bandwidth stalls (Su2cor92), or reducing both (SWM92 and Tomcatv). The performance impact correlates directly with the amount of spatial locality that the cache can exploit for each program. Providing a lockup-free cache (D) changes performance very little for all benchmarks; the small reductions in f_L are all nearly offset by corresponding increases in f_B. Larger reductions in f_L are visible when the out-of-order core is added (D) to the non-blocking caches.

The most important point that Figure 3 makes, however, supports the thesis of this paper: as the latency-reduction techniques are applied, the bandwidth limitations (f_B) become more severe, generally growing larger than the stalls due to raw latency (f_L). Table 6 shows how the relation between f_L and f_B changes when experiment F is compared to experiment A. The benchmarks we list here are those that are not cache-bound (Espresso, Eqntott, and Li). In experiment A, f_L is greater than f_B for every benchmark except Applu. The relation between latency and bandwidth stalls reverses when we simulate an aggressively latency-tolerant processor. In experiment F, f_B is greater than f_L for every benchmark except for Vortex and Perl (and f_B is still significant for both, at 16.7% and 16% of total execution time, respectively).

4 Calculating effective pin bandwidth

Section 3 showed that stalls caused by insufficient memory bandwidth become significant as processors and memory hierarchies attempt to tolerate memory latencies more aggressively. On-chip memory plays a crucial role in reducing off-chip traffic [18]. This reduction increases the effective pin bandwidth, as seen by the processor. When pin bandwidth limits performance, it is important to quantify how much the on-chip memory increases effective pin bandwidth by reducing traffic across the pins.

We therefore measure the traffic ratio of a range of caches, which allows us to calculate effective pin bandwidth for a given processor. Hill and Smith proposed using traffic ratios to evaluate

Table 6: Comparing latency and bandwidth stalls for experiments A and F

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Exp.</th>
<th>Compress</th>
<th>Su2cor92</th>
<th>Tomcatv</th>
<th>Applu</th>
<th>Hydro2D</th>
<th>Perl</th>
<th>Swim95</th>
<th>Vortex</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Stall</td>
<td>f_L</td>
<td>f_B</td>
<td>f_L</td>
<td>f_B</td>
<td>f_L</td>
<td>f_B</td>
<td>f_L</td>
<td>f_B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>46.8</td>
<td>3.2</td>
<td>24.6</td>
<td>2.6</td>
<td>30.0</td>
<td>2.1</td>
<td>10.9</td>
<td>15.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F</td>
<td>25.6</td>
<td>31.0</td>
<td>3.5</td>
<td>16.3</td>
<td>5.1</td>
<td>18.4</td>
<td>4.0</td>
<td>11.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 3. Effect of latency-reduction techniques
the extent to which a cache reduces bus traffic [20]; we generalize
their metric to multiple on-chip levels of cache. For a level \( i \) in
the memory hierarchy, we obtain the data traffic ratio \( (R_i) \) by dividing
the traffic between levels \( i \) and \( i + 1 \) (\( D_i \)) by the traffic between lev-
el 
\( i - 1 \) and \( i \) (\( D_{i-1} \)):
\[
R_i = \frac{D_i}{D_{i-1}} \tag{4}
\]
For simple caches with a write-through policy, \( R_i \) can be calcu-
lated directly from the cache miss rate, the number of issued loads
and stores, and the cache block size. A write-back cache decouples
the direct correlation between miss rate and traffic ratio. Miss rate
becomes a crude approximation of traffic ratios for complicated
memory hierarchies: a lockup-free cache may combine two misses
with one response from memory, prefetching increases traffic more
than it reduces the miss rate, future instruction sets may explicitly
move data between levels of the memory hierarchy, and supporting
variable transfer sizes makes it difficult to measure cache traffic
accurately with miss rate alone.

We use the traffic ratio at each level in the hierarchy to calcu-
late the effective bandwidth to the next lower level of the hierar-
chy. By dividing the bandwidth from level \( i + 1 \) of the memory
hierarchy by \( R_i \), we obtain the **effective bandwidth** from level
\( i + 1 \). By taking
\[
E_{\text{pin}} = \frac{B_{\text{pin}}}{2} \prod_{j=1}^{i} R_j \tag{5}
\]
where \( k \) is the number of levels of on-chip caches, and \( B_{\text{pin}} \)
the pin bandwidth for the processor in question, we obtain \( E_{\text{pin}} \), which
is the effective pin bandwidth seen by the processor.

### 4.1 Simulation methodology

We used trace-driven simulation to measure memory traffic for
various cache sizes and configurations. We used QPT to generate
traces [19]. The traces contained data memory references but no
instructions. QPT handles double-word memory accesses by con-
secutively issuing the two adjacent single-word addresses.

We used the DineroIII cache simulator [19] to perform our
cache simulations. The simulations used the same benchmarks
(SPEC92 only) and inputs shown in Table 3. We calculate traffic
ratios by running Dinero, and dividing the total traffic by the prod-
uct of the loads and stores issued and the load/store size. "Total
traffic" in this case includes write-back traffic but not request traf-
fic (i.e., addresses). We also flush the cache upon program com-
pletion, writing back all dirty data. We include these flushed write-
backs in our traffic measurements. Our results contain only data
access, not instructions or TLB misses.

### 4.2 Measured traffic ratios

Table 7 shows traffic ratio measurements for a range of single-
level, direct-mapped, 32-byte-block, write-allocate, write-back
cache sizes. We saw similar results for caches with higher associa-
tivities. The “<<” symbol indicates that the cache size in question
is larger than the benchmark’s data set size. We consider this area
of the experiment space to be uninteresting, since \( R \) will always
approach 0 when the program runs out of the cache.

When \( R_i = 1.0 \), a cache generates exactly as much total traffic
to memory as would exist with no cache. It is well known [20] that
small caches can generate more traffic than a cacheless reference
stream; Table 7 demonstrates this result with 1–4KB caches for
more than half of our benchmarks. If a block is replaced quickly
after its first use—or if there is little spatial locality associated
with the access that caused the miss—the other six or seven words
loaded with the 32-byte block are superfluous.

Compress and Su2cor generate more traffic with even a 64KB
cache than would a cacheless system. Compress repeatedly
accesses a hash table, so its memory reference stream contains lit-
tle spatial locality (a larger block size will consequently waste
bandwidth). Su2cor iterates over several large arrays, several of
which conflict heavily in its main routine until the cache size
reaches 64KB. In contrast to Su2cor, Swm has roughly the same
traffic ratio from 16KB to 1MB cache sizes. Swm iterates over
large arrays, with a reference pattern that contains little locality
and no small working sets [36]. Tomcatv displays similar behavior.

Since the SPEC92 benchmarks’ data sets are not large, these
results are conservative—many of these programs run out of the
caches and techniques designed to tolerate large latencies have less
effect.

The generation of machines that these benchmarks were
designed to test did not have on-chip caches larger than 64KB. We
therefore calculated the arithmetic mean of the \( R_i \) for all caches
with sizes greater than or equal to 64KB and less than the data set
size of each benchmark. The mean across all benchmarks was
0.51. While this estimate cannot be applied to an individual pro-
gram/cache combination, it is fair to say that for these benchmarks,
reasonably-sized on-chip caches reduce the traffic from the proces-
sor by about half.

### 4.3 Extrapolating pin bandwidth requirements

With our traffic ratios in hand, we now extrapolate pin growth
and processor performance, to see what sort of packages we will
likely need a decade hence. Figure 1a, shows the rate of growth of
processor pins from 1978 to today. We see that the number of pins
on processors is increasing at about 16% per year (the dotted line
on Figure 1a plots this function).

If we conservatively assume a growth rate of 60% in sustained
microprocessor performance—which has been less than the
growth rate for the past decade [2]—we can estimate future increases
in bandwidth requirements. Assuming that both of these
trends persist, and that on-chip traffic ratios remain about the
same, we see that in a decade the processor of 2006 will have a
package with two or three thousand pins. Even with this large
package, the bandwidth requirements per pin will be a factor of 25
greater than those of today.

If processors are not to be limited by off-chip bandwidth, at
least three possibilities exist (for the processor of 2006):

- Industry may manage to build cost-effective, several-
thousand-pin packages clocked at several GHz.
- Industry may instead build a cost-effective package
  with ten thousand pins and clock it between 0.5 and 1
  GHz.
- Improved on-chip traffic ratios increase effective pin
  bandwidth more than they do today—reducing the
  need for such huge packages.

The third option listed above is the least costly. To evaluate the
potential for package size reduction—given a fixed quantity of on-
chip memory—the next section experimentally measures an upper
bound on how much effective pin bandwidths may be improved.

### 5 Improving effective pin bandwidth

We have shown that when a processor employs aggressive
latency tolerance, it may spend much time stalled because of lim-
ited memory bandwidth. In Section 4, we quantified the amount by
which on-chip memory mitigates this performance loss. In this
section, we calculate a rough upper bound on effective pin band-
width by simulating caches that minimize off-chip traffic.
5.1 Traffic inefficiency

To evaluate what percentage of the possible traffic reduction a cache achieves, we measure traffic inefficiency—defined as the ratio of traffic produced by the cache in question and the traffic produced by a perfectly-managed cache. We will call this “perfect memory” an MTC, for minimal-traffic cache.

The traffic inefficiency for level $i$ in the memory hierarchy, $G_i$, is therefore:

$$G_i = \frac{D_{\text{cache}}}{G_i} \geq 1$$

where $D_{\text{cache}}$ is the traffic generated by the cache at level $i$, and $G_i$ is the traffic generated by an MTC of the same size and level as the cache.

A memory organization with a $G_i = 1$ is therefore perfectly managed, in terms of memory traffic reduction. Large values of $G_i$ indicate a memory organization that generates much more traffic below it than is necessary.

The traffic inefficiency of a cache allows us to compute an upper bound on effective pin bandwidth. This upper bound is only valid if the processor model remains unchanged; it is possible to change the memory reference stream and therefore further reduce traffic.

Let $OE_{\text{pin}}$ be the upper bound on effective pin bandwidth. Using traffic ratios and traffic inefficiencies, we can compute this upper bound as follows:

$$OE_{\text{pin}} = \frac{B \prod_{i=1}^{k} G_i}{\prod_{i=1}^{k} R_i}$$

A simpler expression for this bound is possible using the traffic ratio of the MTC, but Equation 7 uses terms for which we present measurements in this paper.

5.2 Measuring a minimal-traffic memory

If we consider only loads from main memory, measuring an MTC is straightforward. A cache (discounting stores) generates the minimum possible traffic if it has the following characteristics:

- full associativity,
- the transfer size is equal to the request size,$^1$
- it uses an optimal replacement policy, and
- sufficiently low-priority loads can bypass the cache.$^2$

If we consider only reads, the optimal replacement policy is Belady’s min policy [3]. The min policy chooses the replacement victim from a set (in this case the entire cache) by evicting the cache block that the processor will reference furthest in the future (or a block that the processor will never reference again).

The min policy is not optimal for write-back caches, since there is an additional cost associated with replacing a dirty block. Horwitz et al. proposed an algorithm to manage optimal replacement in the presence of write-backs [22]. We implemented only the min algorithm, and not the optimal write-conscious Horwitz algorithm. We believe that the disparity between the two is small, and therefore not worth the additional complexity of simulating the Horwitz algorithm. The traffic inefficiencies presented in the following section are therefore not minimal, but are nevertheless an aggressive bound.

We assumed write-back caches because, for an MTC, a write-back policy will always generate less traffic than a write-through policy. The min policy will make the write bypass the cache if its line will not be read before it is replaced. We also assumed a write-validate policy [25], in which the cache block is allocated by overwriting it with the store data. This policy will always generate less traffic than allocate-on-write because both the MTC’s transfer and address blocks are one word.

We used QPT and Dinero to measure $D_{\text{cache}}$ for the cache traffic term of $G$. We wrote our own two-pass simulator, which also used QPT-generated traces, to perform the MTC simulation and obtain $D_{\text{MTC}}$. The traffic measurements for both simulators include the same components (e.g., write traffic) as did the traffic ratio experiments.

5.3 Measuring traffic inefficiency

Table 8 shows that there is a wide disparity of values for $G$ across the benchmarks. We assumed direct-mapped, 32-byte block caches for these experiments. Four of the benchmarks typically have $G$ greater than 20 and less than 100 (Compress, Eqntott, Espresso, and Su2cor)—even for large caches. The other three—Dnasa2, Swm, and Tomcatv—typically have $G$ between 2 and 10.

These three benchmarks are all scientific codes that display little temporal locality, thus the reference stream contains less opportunity for optimization by a smarter cache. The large jump to a $G$ of 124 for Swm with a 1MB cache occurs because the MTC (being fully associative) is able contain the entire data set in the cache. Conversely, conflicts between large data structures make caches with associativities of less than four (inclusively) require a size of 4MB to contain the entire data set.

Overall, these numbers demonstrate that there is a significant opportunity to increase effective pin bandwidth, between one and two orders of magnitude, by making better use of the on-chip memory. We now turn to determining which factors contribute to these large gaps. Figure 4 shows a log-log plot of traffic measurements (in KB) versus cache sizes, for three SPEC92 benchmarks. For brevity, we include only Compress, Eqntott, and Swm, since they are somewhat representative of the other benchmarks. The top six lines in each graph represent 4-way, set-associative caches with block sizes from 4B to 128B. The thick dotted line represents a fully-associative, min-replacement cache that uses a write-allocate, write-back policy. The thick solid line represents the write-
validate, write-back MTC that we used for all traffic inefficiency calculations. Large gaps between a line and the MTC line indicate large traffic inefficiencies.

There are three factors visible on Figure 4 that contribute to large gaps between cache and MTC traffic. The first is increased block size. Compress has little spatial locality, since most of its accesses are to a hash table. Any increase in block size causes a corresponding increase in traffic. The same effect is visible for Eqntott (to a lesser extent), and for Swm when the cache sizes are smaller than about 32KB. Swm shows spatial locality for larger caches because the extra words in larger blocks are used when the block is not quickly replaced—when a small working set fits in the cache. The second factor is associativity, which causes the large gap between caches and the MTC for Swm at 1MB. The third factor contributing much to the cache/MTC traffic gap is the write-validate policy, which causes the majority of the gap for Eqntott.

In addition to block size, associativity, and write-validate, there are two factors that enable an MTC to generate less traffic than caches. These factors are cache bypassing and replacement policy (min vs. LRU). To better understand which of these factors are significant, we isolate and list four of these factors in Table 9. We did not isolate cache bypassing as a factor; however, Tyson et al. recently showed [45] that, for small caches, greater selectivity about what is cached can significantly reduce memory traffic. Table 9 shows how each factor changes $G$ for one cache size per benchmark. We set all cache sizes to 64KB except for Espresso, to which we assigned a cache size of 16KB (because of its small data set). The values in the table show the change in traffic inefficiency as each factor is toggled. Table 10 lists the pairs of experiments (Exp1 and Exp2) run to isolate individual factors. The experiment columns list the replacement policy, set associativity, block size (in bytes), and write policy for each experiment. We measured the traffic effects of block size for both LRU- and min-replacement caches (experiments III and IV). All experiments (except for Exp2 in experiment V) assumed a write-allocate, write-back policy.

These factors are not independent. Our complete set of results showed that improving one factor tends to diminish the magnitude of another, particularly if the factors are large. What is most significant about Table 9 is the lack of any one factor that dominates the others, across all benchmarks. The factor that makes the largest consistent contribution to traffic reduction, not surprisingly, is reduction of block size. Our results do not consider request traffic, which increases with smaller block sizes, and thus may be biased in favor of smaller blocks.
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Table 9: Inefficiency gap for different optimizations

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Benchmark</th>
<th>Compress</th>
<th>Dnasa7</th>
<th>Eqntott</th>
<th>Espresso</th>
<th>Su2cor</th>
<th>Swm</th>
<th>Tomcatv</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cache size</td>
<td>64KB</td>
<td>64KB</td>
<td>64KB</td>
<td>16KB</td>
<td>64KB</td>
<td>64KB</td>
<td>64KB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Associativity</td>
<td>1.8</td>
<td>-3.8</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>73.0</td>
<td>8.4</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>1.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Replacement</td>
<td>12.0</td>
<td>8.4</td>
<td>31.0</td>
<td>3.9</td>
<td>4.6</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Blocksize (cache)</td>
<td>25.0</td>
<td>2.7</td>
<td>47.0</td>
<td>68.0</td>
<td>14.0</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>1.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Blocksize (MTC)</td>
<td>14.0</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>37.0</td>
<td>3.5</td>
<td>5.0</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>0.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Write validate</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>31.0</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>1.3</td>
<td>0.7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 10: Experimental parameters for Table 9

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Factor</th>
<th>Repl. &amp; write policy, assoc., blk. size</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>I. Associativity</td>
<td>LRU, 1a, 32B, WA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>II. Replacement</td>
<td>LRU, fa, 32B, WA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>III. Blk. size (cache)</td>
<td>LRU, 1a, 32B, WA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IV. Blk. size (MTC)</td>
<td>MIN, fa, 32B, WA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V. Write validate</td>
<td>MIN, fa, 4B, WA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

6 Future solutions and summary

Both limited off-chip bandwidth and growing relative memory access latencies have the potential to seriously degrade program performance. Aggressive latency-tolerance techniques must be implemented with discretion, as they have the potential to worsen performance if memory bandwidth, not untolerated access latencies, is the primary bottleneck for a given program. The potential to overcompensate for latency tolerance will be particularly acute with future processors that rely heavily on speculation to achieve high performance.

A range of techniques for dealing with the growing expense of off-chip accesses exist—above and beyond the brute force, expen-

sity of spatial locality. This philosophy can be extended to the other cache parameters, and may become necessary as good use of on-

chip memory becomes essential to sustaining reasonable perfor-

radical extension to the on-chip memory systems is to allow the compiler to manage some data allocation and movement. For example, the kinds of analyses performed for effective register allocation might be readily extended to include other variables that are stored in memory. We are currently investigating both how novel hardware can be controlled by software, and how software might take advantage of this opportunity.

Another short-term solution increasing effective off-chip band-

width is compression. Researchers have proposed and/or imple-
mented schemes to use compression for data [9], addresses [12], and code [10]. All of these schemes increase effective bandwidth to memory at the expense of some extra hardware on the CPU (and at memory, in the case of the data and address compression).

A more radical technique than compression, which increases effective off-chip bandwidth, is to begin building computational ability into the memory system. The processor would then be able to issue primitives more powerful than simple reads or writes, perhaps even method invocations with the appropriate arguments. The memory system would perform the computation locally and return the result. The idea of “smart memory” is certainly not new, but we may be entering an era when it becomes cost-effective.

A large percentage of today’s typical processor chip is already devoted to on-chip memory. When enough transistors are available, a greater capacity on-chip will be more important than having all of the on-chip memory be fast memory. DRAMs may initially appear on multi-chip modules, but will eventually also be incorporated onto the CPU die itself, as new manufacturing processes are developed. We are currently evaluating the design space for mixing DRAM and SRAM on-chip, determining the best way to exploit the extremely high bandwidths attainable from on-chip DRAM banks.

Looking further into the future, we envision a point at which off-chip communication is so expensive that all of the system memory resides on the processor chip (or module). If a system designer wishes to provide more memory than is available on-chip, another of these homogenous, processor/memory modules is added. Off-chip accesses thus simply become communication with another processor, and accesses to remote data have more in common with a page fault than with a cache miss. Whether this point is reached by migrating computational ability into the DRAM system, or by migrating DRAM onto the processor (or both), the end result is the same. Figure 5 shows an example of such a system, in which there is no “dumb” main memory, and cache banks are distributed among the on-chip DRAM banks. We believe that this is how future systems will be designed.

We are currently investigating an execution model for such sys-

tems, for both uniprocessor and multiprocessor workloads. Given the limited on-chip memory, multiprocessors are clearly the method of choice for exploiting programs with obvious parallelism. For less-easily parallelized programs, sophisticated hybrid techniques employing some form of data-parallelism, or possibly extensions to ESP as proposed for the Massive Memory Machine [15], might provide competitive performance.
Given the increased importance of pin bandwidth as a precious resource, we introduced the notion of effective pin bandwidth—the pin bandwidth as seen by the processor when on-chip caches are considered. We used traffic ratios to compute effective pin bandwidth, and measured these ratios for a range of programs and cache sizes. We found that comparatively large caches eliminated about half of the processor-generated traffic for our small benchmarks. We then introduced the notion of traffic inefficiency, which places an upper bound on the amount by which caches can reduce traffic. This bound enabled us to compute the maximal theoretical effective pin bandwidth for a given cache and workload. We measured this bound for a range of programs and caches, showing that effective pin bandwidth could in theory be increased by up to two orders of magnitude—through better management of on-chip memory. We decomposed this gap into individual factors, and used these results to evaluate one and propose several schemes for improving traffic ratios, thereby mitigating pin bandwidth limitations. Finally, we proposed a number of solutions that range from the near-term to the long-term. We hypothesize that all system memory will eventually be coupled with the processor on the die, enabling levels of performance far beyond what we can achieve today.
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